
Security-aligned strategy and implementation 
for Amazon Web Services (AWS)
While the cloud offers lower costs and increased business agility, new security and compliance issues need to be 
addressed to successfully make the shift. Effectively securing workloads in AWS public cloud requires a strategy 
that integrates people, processes, technology, and data—all while aligning the enterprise’s business objectives 
with regulatory compliance mandates. 
 

Edgile Cloud Security for AWS
Supported by our expert advisory and implementation services, Edgile’s proven strategy-first model provides a 
business-aligned roadmap and customized program to secure your organization’s AWS cloud-based workloads. 
Through holistic design and efficient implementation, Edgile leverages both traditional and cloud-native security 
controls to optimize your AWS environment.

Key coverage areas include Identity & Access Management, Governance, Logging and Monitoring, Data 
Protection, and Application-Network-Infrastructure Security.

EDGILE CLOUD PROGRAM
Amazon Web ServicesAWS Cloud Security

for enterprise-wide security and compliance 

New game, new rules
Traditional on-premise security 
products and legacy applications 
fall short in cloud-based
 scenarios. Edgile’s Cloud 
Jumpstart program enables your 
organization to quickly deploy 
cloud-native security solutions 
optimized for AWS.

Out of the shadows
Many organizations operate in the 
AWS cloud without even knowing it, 
thereby creating “shadow IT” lacking 
in appropriate security, risk, and 
compliance processes. Cloud 
Jumpstart facilitates organizations 
in finding shadow environments, 
and provides true risk awareness 
that aligns IT controls with defined 
tolerances.

Shifting paradigms
Legacy security strategies and 
traditional operating models don’t 
account for the new requirements 
created in a cloud-based 
environment. Cloud Jumpstart 
develops target operating models, 
processes, procedures, Service 
Catalogs, and related SLA and 
monitoring safeguards 
calibrated for a AWS ecosystem.

Modern solutions for today’s cloud



Business-aligned Cloud Security services for AWS
Edgile provides AWS cloud lifecycle services, from security strategy and planning through transitioning workloads 
to the cloud and ongoing supporting operations. 

Managed ServicesConsulting Projects
Planning 
      Cloud Jumpstart: Strategy, Vision, and Roadmap

      Systems Architecture

Enablement 
      Workload Migration and Application Security

      Policy and Standard Refresh

      Identity and Access Management Solutions

      Data Protection Solutions

      Network and Infrastructure Protection Solutions

      Governance Solutions

      Production Readiness and Deployment Support

Support Operations
      Service Catalog

      Process and Procedure Refresh
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Integrated Risk and 
Compliance Assessment

Identity Governance

Vulnerability and 
Penetration Testing

By 2018, the 60% of 
enterprises that implement
appropriate cloud visibility
and control tools will 
experience one-third 
fewer security failures.
 - Gartner

Edgile: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s leading organizations, providing consulting, managed 
services, and harmonized regulatory content. We secure the modern enterprise by developing on-premises and cloud programs that 
increase business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients. To learn more, visit edgile.com.


